
LOGGING PROGRAMS     All Allow ADIF transfer of data between programs  

N3FJP AMATEUR CONTACT LOG   https://www.n3fjp.com/    EASIEST TO SET UP 

AND USE. It has all the essential information on one page rather than multiple windows. N3FJP 

also has specific programs for contests such as Field Day.  Costs $24 or $49 for access to all logs   

LOG4OM  https://www.log4om.com/   I USE THIS - Very good log that allows automatic 

upload to LOTW, EQSL, and other web logs. Will link with WSJTX to automatically log FT8, FT4 

and other WSJTX modes. Tedious to set up but I like it.   Free 

DXLAB  https://www.dxlabsuite.com/  COMPREHENSIVE & COMPLICATED – It is  8 

different interrelated programs that will do just about everything.  I spent many hours trying to 

use the entire program and finally gave up on it.  Free   

N1MM+   https://n1mmwp.hamdocs.com/   BEST CONTEST LOG and has multiple 

windows that are helpful during contests.  It will allow multi-contesting with multiple 

computers linked together.  Most big-time contesters and most DXpeditions use this program. I 

use it for all contests other than Field Day   Free  

 

DX SPOTTING AND PROPAGATION  Sites to help you find and work DX all Free 

DXSUMMIT http://www.dxsummit.fi/#/   DX SPOTTING  A list of stations around the 

world and the station spotting them.  Filters on to specify bands and modes.  It also includes a 

propagation forecast box.  I find it helpful to pull up real fast and see who is on. 

DXMAPS  https://www.dxmaps.com/   WORLD MAP  A world map with QSOs connected 

by lines and gives you a very good idea of where you can make contacts.  You can query specific 

bands and it gives you a good visual of what is happening. 

MUF MAP   http://www.spacew.com/www/realtime.php   MUF IN VARIOUS 

LOCATIONS  If you plot a line between you and the DX station it gives some Idea of MUF and a 

given time.  I have used it at PJ2T in Curacao and we look at a point half way between stations 

and look at the MUF to get some idea of the highest band that will work.  

DETAILED SOLAR INFORMATION  https://www.hamqsl.com/solar3.html  This site 

gives detailed solar information that is interesting to look at and helpful if you have a good 

understanding of solar conditions and resulting propagation.   
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DIGITAL MODE PROGRAMS   Software that allows you to work digital modes with a 

computer soundcard  and USB to serial adapter $10 and DTR RTS interface (home made ~ $10) or 
SignaLink USB $135 Amazon which works much better. All software is Free  
 

MMTTY https://hamsoft.ca/pages/mmtty.php  A RTTY Program that sends via true FSK or 

Soundcard and receives RTTY with a Soundcard.  The MMTTY Engine can be imported into 

many logging programs for generating and decoding RTTY.   

CW TYPE https://www.dxsoft.com/en/products/cwtype/  This is a CW keyboard sending 

program that allows you to type and send CW without using a Key and contains programmable 

memory keys that can send messages via F keys on your keyboard.  Get Universal Digital 

Interface USB on Ebay $14.95.   

CW GET https://www.dxsoft.com/en/products/cwget/  This program allows you to tune into a 

CW signal with your sound card and decode it.  Great if you are not a good CW operator and is 

very useful in making contacts and during contests.    

DIGIPAN https://digipan.software.informer.com/2.0/  Is one of the original Phase Shift Keying 

PSK-31 programs.  This allows true keyboard conversations like RTTY but is much easier to use 

and uses less bandwidth with waterfall display.   

WSJTX https://physics.princeton.edu/pulsar/K1JT/wsjtx.html  Written by Joe Taylor a retired 

astrophysicist and Nobel Prize winner ham radio operator with a great deal of knowledge in 

processing very weak signals.  This program generates numerous digital modes including FT8.  It 

also has programs for moon-bounce EME, meteor scatter and other weak signal modes.  FT8 

can decode signals that are 8 to 10 dB below the noise level.  

JTALERTX  https://www.amateurradio.com/jt-alert-for-wsjt-x/  This program is an information 

and linking program between WSJTX and many logging programs and will automatically log to 

your logging program while using WSJTX modes.  It has a database that will give you the state of 

the stations you are decoding if you are trying to work new states.  I link it to Log4OM logbook 

which automatically uploads all contacts to LOTW for official QSL credit.   

INTERNET LOGBOOKS 

LOGBOOK OF THE WORLD LOTW  http://www.arrl.org/logbook-of-the-world  Everyone should use 

this that wants official credit for DXCC or WAS.  This site is run by the ARRL and is the official site for 

DXCC, WAS, WAC, WAZ awards.  It is well protected against fraud but tedious to set up. If you and the 

station you worked both send in information then you can get DXCC credit for a minimal fee.     

CLUB LOG  https://clublog.org/loginform.php Used by contesters, DXpeditions, and for getting QSLs 

from DXpeditions.  Another place to keep track of your contacts on the cloud 

EQsl  https://www.eqsl.cc/qslcard/Index.cfm  This is a QSL Card Exchange program but it does not 

allow WAS or DXCC credit.  Many people use it but I don’t since it doesn’t give official credit contact.   
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